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Electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! measurements of Si/SiO2 systems began over 30 years ago.
Most EPR studies of Si/SiO2 systems have dealt with two families of defects:Pb centers andE8
centers. Several variants from each group have been observed in a wide range of Si/SiO2 samples.
Some of the most basic aspects of this extensive, body of work remain controversial. EPR is an
extraordinary powerful analytical tool quite widely utilized in chemistry, biomedical research, and
solid state physics. Although uniquely well suited for metal–oxide–silicon~MOS! device studies,
its capabilities are not widely understood in the MOS research and development community. The
impact of EPR has been limited in the MOS community by a failure of EPR spectroscopists to
effectively communicate with other engineers and scientists in the MOS community. In this article
we hope to, first of all, ameliorate the communications problem by providing a brief but quantitative
introduction to those aspects of EPR which are most relevant to MOS systems. We review,
critically, those aspects of the MOS/EPR literature which are most relevant to MOS technology and
show how this information can be used to develop physically based reliability models. Finally, we
briefly review EPR work dealing with impurity defects in oxide thin films. ©1998 American
Vacuum Society.@S0734-211X~98!08004-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR!1 investigations of
metal–oxide–silicon~MOS! systems were begun in earne
by Nishi and co-workers2,3 who identified a paramagneti
defect called thePb center as a ‘‘trivalent silicon at or ver
near’’ the Si/SiO2 interface. Nishiet al.argued rather persua
sively thatPb centers are quite important Si/SiO2 interface
state centers in as processed Si/SiO2 systems. Later studie
refined and reinforced this conclusion.4–12 Pb centers are sili-
con ‘‘dangling bond’’ centers dominating interface traps
the the Si/SiO2 boundary. Studies by at least four indepe
dent groups indicate a dominating role forPb centers in sev-
eral technologically relevant device instabilities.6–12

Quite a few MOS oxide centers have also been identi
with EPR. The most important centers areE8 defects,8,9,11–14

usually holes trapped at oxygen vacancies. At least five
dependent groups8–15 have identifiedE8 defects as dominat
ing deep hole traps in a wide range of oxides. Quite recen
physically based models with considerable predictive po
have been developed linkingE8 defects and molecular hy
drogen toPb dominated Si/SiO2 interface instabilities.15,16 In
addition to theE8 defects, about a dozen nitrogen, phosph
ous, and boron related defects have also been identifie
MOS oxide systems.17

Recently, Stathis and co-workers have strenuously
jected to the conclusions drawn in the earlierPb work.18,19

On the technologically important~100! Si/SiO2 interface, the
Pbo center variant dominates. Stathis and Dori18 argue that
‘‘the defect responsible for thePbo resonance either is fun

a!Electronic mail: pmlesm@engr.psu.edu
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damentally different from a dangling bond or lies deep
inside the silicon away from the interface.’’ Recently Carti
and Stathis19 wrote that ‘‘prior to these studies, it was widel
accepted that the silicon dangling bond defect, which gi
rise to the well knownPb signal in electron spin resonanc
~ESR! is the microscopic defect causing the fast interfa
state. As will be outlined in this contribution, we cann
support this view.’’ They go on to argue that ‘‘silicon dan
gling bonds, as detected by ESR measurements, accoun
only a small fraction of the electrically detected interfa
states.’’

Why should we think that thePbo center is a silicon dan-
gling bond? Why should we think thatPb centers play im-
portant dominating roles in Si/SiO2 instabilities? Should we
think otherwise?

In order to answer these and other questions, one m
simply ask a specialist in the area. However, with a rudim
tary understanding of EPR spectroscopy, one may draw c
clusions for oneself. In this article we present a brief b
quantitative introduction to those aspects of EPR most
evant to MOS studies and a critical review of MOS EP
studies. We show how information gleaned from EPR st
ies may be utilized to develop physically based predict
models of oxide reliability problems.

II. EPR AND MOS TECHNOLOGY

Advances in MOS technology have resulted in extrem
complex integrated circuits with remarkably small device
mensions. With ever greater complexity and with device
mensions approaching the ‘‘atomic’’ scale, an approa
called building in reliability~BIR! has grown in technologi-
21346 „4…/2134/20/$15.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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2135 P. M. Lenahan and J. F. Conley, Jr.: What can EPR tell us about Si/SiO 2? 2135
cal importance. BIR involves identifying those device pr
cessing parameters that are involved in device failure p
nomena and adjusting these parameters in ways
ameliorate or eliminate the failures. This approach ho
great promise but for full realization, it requires physica
based models of the effects of processing parameters o
liability limiting mechanisms.

With regard to MOS systems, the reliability limitin
mechanisms largely involve point defects and point def
interactions: hole trapping, Si/SiO2 interface trap generation
defect/hydrogen interactions, nitrogen, boron, and phosp
ous impurity center responses. These point defects and p
defect interactions are generally amenable to studies inv
ing EPR.

Widely utilized by chemists, EPR is an analytical to
which can provide fairly detailed chemical and structural
formation about trapping centers.1 It can also provide mod-
erately precise measurements of the densities of these
ters, provided that they are paramagnetic. For the relativ
simple electrically active defect centers of relevance to M
device technology, the requirement of paramagnetism
great advantage. Most trapping centers will capture a sin
electron or a single hole. Thus, with the capture of either
electron or a hole, an initially diamagnetic center will b
rendered paramagnetic and EPR ‘‘active.’’ An initially par
magnetic center can be rendered diamagnetic and EPR
active’’ with the capture of either an electron or a hole.
this way, EPR can identify the response of a defect to cha
carriers, measure its density, and identify its chemical
structural nature.

With a fundamental understanding of the physical a
chemical nature of the defects which limit device perfo
mance, one may apply the techniques of the statistical
chanics of solids to predict and to manipulate their numb
EPR is thus directly applicable to the development of phy
cally based BIR models and, arguably, quite technologic
useful.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In EPR measurements, the sample under study is exp
to a large slowly varying magnetic field and a microwa
frequency magnetic field oriented perpendicularly to the
plied field.1 Usually the measurements are made at anX
band: a microwave frequencyn>9.5 GHz.

An unpaired electron has two possible orientations in
large applied field and thus two possible orientation dep
dent energies.~From classical electricity and magnetism, t
energy of a magnetic momentm in a magnetic fieldH is
2m–H.! Magnetic resonance occurs when the energy dif
ence between the two electron orientations is equal
Planck’s constant,h, times the microwave frequency. For th
very simple case of an isolated electron, the resonance
quirement may be expressed as

hn5g0beH, ~1!
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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whereg052.002319 andb is the Bohr magneton,eh/4pme ,
wheree is electronic charge andme is the electron mass. Th
Bohr magneton is 9.274015310228 J/G.

Expression~1! describes the resonance condition for
electron which does not otherwise interact with its surrou
ings. The structural information provided by EPR is due
deviations from this simple expression. For the relative
simple trapping centers studied in MOS systems, these
viations are due to spin-orbit coupling and electron–nucl
hyperfine interactions.

A. Spin-orbit coupling

The deviations from expression~1! due to spin orbit cou-
pling come about because a charged particle, the elec
traveling in an electric field due to the nuclear charge, ex
riences a magnetic fieldB5E3v/c2, whereE is the electric
field, v is the velocity, andc is the speed of light.1 The
spin-orbit interaction may be understoodqualitatively ~and
only qualitatively! in terms of the Bohr picture: an electro
moves about the nucleus in a circular orbit. It would app
to an observer on the electron that the positively char
nucleus is in a circular orbit about the electron.~It appears to
an unsophisticated observer on earth that the sun is in a
cular orbit about the earth.! The nucleus thus generates
local magnetic field which would scale with the electron
orbital angular momentum,r3p, and with the nuclear
charge. One would thus correctly surmise that spin-orbit c
pling interactions increase with increasing atomic num
and orbital angular momentum quantum number.

In solids, the spin-orbit interaction is ‘‘quenched’’ but
second order effect appears from excited states. This e
scales with the applied magnetic field and depends on
orientation of the paramagnetic defect in the applied m
netic field. The spin-orbit coupling may thus be included
the EPR resonance condition by replacing the constantg0 of
expression~1! with a second rank tensorgi j . The symmetry
of this tensor reflects the symmetry of the paramagnetic c
ter. Under some circumstances, the symmetry of the ten
may permit identification of the defect under study.

Perturbation theory allows calculation~with modest accu-
racy! of the g tensor for the simple defects so far studied
MOS systems.1 The components of theg tensor are given by

gi j 5g0d i j 22l(
k

^auLi uk&^kuL j ua&
~Ek2Ea!

. ~2!

Here,g0 is the free electron value,l the atomic spin-orbit
coupling constant,Li and L j are angular momentum opera
tors appropriate for thex, y, or z directions, and the summa
tion is over all excited statesk. State ua& and energyEa

correspond to the paramagnetic ground state of the syst

B. Electron–nuclear hyperfine interactions

The other important source of deviation from express
~1! is the hyperfine interaction of the unpaired electron w
nearby nuclei.1,20 Certain nuclei have magnetic moments;
metal/insulator/silicon systems, the significant magnetic
clei are29Si ~spin 1/2!, 1H ~spin 1/2!, 31P ~spin 1/2!, and14N
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~spin 1!. ~Boron, with two stable magnetic nuclei, has bee
minor factor in EPR studies of insulating films on silicon.! A
spin 1/2 nucleus has two possible orientations in the la
applied field; a spin 1 nucleus three possible orientatio
Each nuclear moment orientation corresponds to one l
nuclear moment field distribution.

We envision the nuclear moment interacting with an u
paired electron residing in a wave function which is a line
combination of atomic orbitals~LCAOs!. For the defects of
interest in MOS systems, we need only considers- and p-
type wave functions. The LCAO for an unpaired electron c
be written as

ua&5(
n

an$csus&1cpup&%, ~3!

where us& and up& represent the appropriate atomic orbita
corresponding to thenth site,an

2 represents the localizatio
on the nth site, andcs

2 and cp
2 represent, respectively, th

amount ofs andp character of the wave function on thenth
atomic site.

For the most important MOS oxide and interface sit
a1

2>1; that is, the unpaired electron is reasonably well
calized at a single nuclear site.~For all but one of the defect
discussed in this article, 0.6,a1

2,1.! To first order then, we
can interpret EPR spectra in terms ofs/p hybridized atomic
orbitals localized at a central site.

The electron nuclear interaction of an electron in ap or-
bital is anisotropic: a classical magnetic dipole interaction
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The interaction is stro
gest when the field is parallel to the symmetry axis. The s
of the interaction changes and the magnitude is decrease
one half when the field is perpendicular to the symme
axis.

When the electron and nuclear moments are aligned b
strong magnetic field in thez direction, a reasonable assum
tion for work discussed in this article, only thez component
of the dipolar field is important, because the interaction
ergy involves a dot product.2m–H. This z component,
gnbn(123 cos2 u)r23, is averaged over the electronic wav
function to produce the dipolar contribution,

Dipolar contribution52gnbnK 123 cos2 u

r 3 L . ~4!

The electron–nuclear hyperfine interaction of an elect
in an s orbital is isotropic. This interaction is illustrated i
Fig. 2. The spherical symmetry of the orbital results in ze

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of an electron in ap orbital interacting with a
magnetic nucleus~a! for the nuclear moment parallel to the symmetry ax
and ~b! perpendicular to the symmetry axis.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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interaction with this field except for a spherical region abo
the nucleus with a radius of an imaginary current loop g
erating the nuclear moment’s field. Since thes orbital has a
nonzero probability density at the nucleus, a large isotro
interaction results. Thes orbital hyperfine interaction can
also be computed from an elementary electricity and mag
tism calculation:21 the magnetic field at the center of a cu
rent loop of radiusa is given by 2m/a3, where m is the
magnetic moment of the current loop. The probability de
sity of the electron varies little over the volume of th
nucleus; take it to be constant,ua(0)u2. Considering then
only the fraction of the electron wave function at the nucle
to be 4

3pa3ua(0)u2, the interaction would be

A~ isotropic!5S 4

3
pa3ua~0!u2D S 2m

a3 D . ~5!

The magnetic moment of the nucleus is the nuclearg factor,
gn , times the nuclear Bohr magneton,bn . Thus, the isotro-
pic or Fermi contact interaction is given by

Aiso5
8p

3
gnbnua~0!u2, ~6!

where ua(0)u2 represents the unpaired electron probabil
density at the nucleus.

Both isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine interactions a
present for nearly all the paramagnetic centers studied
amorphous thin films on silicon.~The sole exception is
atomic hydrogen.! This is so because the unpaired electr
wave functions generally involve bothp-orbital ands-orbital
character. The hyperfine interactions, like the spin-orbit
teractions, are expressed in terms of a second rank tenso
a pretty good approximation, the centers in these films h
axially symmetric wave functions and thus an axially sy
metric tensor is appropriate.

With the magnetic field parallel to thep orbital symmetry
axis, the anisotropic coupling of Eq.~4! yields
(4/5)gnbn^r

23&; the field perpendicular to the symmetr
axis results in an interaction of half the magnitude and
posite sign2(2/5)gnbn^r

23&. This result is intuitively sat-
isfying and consistent with the sketches of Fig. 1.

The components of the hyperfine tensor correspond
sums of the isotropic and anisotropic interactions for the
plied field parallel and perpendicular to the unpaired el
tron’s orbital symmetry axis:

FIG. 2. Schematic of the isotropic interaction of ans orbital electron with a
magnetic nucleus.
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Ai5Aiso12Aaniso; ~7!

A'5Aiso2Aaniso, ~8!

where

Aaniso5
2
5gNbN^r 23&. ~9!

For a paramagnetic center with a specific orientation~des-
ignated by the angleu between the symmetry axis and th
applied field vector! the resonance condition is

H5H01M1A, ~10!

where H05hn/gbe , and M1 is the nuclear spin quantum
number,

g5~gi
2 cos2 u1g'

2 sin2 u! ~11!

and

A5~Ai
2 cos2 u1A'

2 sin2 u!. ~12!

Equations~10!–~12! provide a very straightforward bas
for analyzing EPR results for defects with a specific orien
tion with respect to the applied magnetic field. The ‘‘da
gling bond’’ centers at the Si/SiO2 boundary yield spectra
readily described by expressions~10!–~12! since the crystal-
linity of the silicon substrate provides a fixed relationsh
between the applied field and defect orientation.

The description of EPR spectra of defects within an am
phous film is more complex. All defect orientations a
equally likely and, due to the lack of long range order, slig
differences in local defect geometry may be anticipated. T
presence of defects at all orientations leads to the continu
distribution of bothg andA values fromgi andAi to g' and
A' . The differences in local geometry lead to slight defe
to-defect variations ingi , g' , Ai , andA' .

Both of these complications are relatively easy to d
with. The random distribution of defect orientation can
dealt with easily in terms of analytical expressions found
most EPR textbooks.~For axially symmetric centers, fa
fewer centers will have the symmetry axis parallel to t
applied field than perpendicular to it; thus the EPR spectr
intensity will be far stronger at theA' andg' values than at
Ai andgi .! The slight defect-to-defect variations ing andA
values lead to broadening of the line shapes anticipated
unbroadened tensor components.~The process is illustrated
in Fig. 3.!

FIG. 3. Schematic sketch of the EPR spectrum of a spin-1/2 nucleus sy
with axial symmetry.~a! illustrates a random array of identical defects wi
a solid line and a random array in an amorphous matrix with a dotted
~b! illustrates the derivative of the amorphous absorption pattern.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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The evaluation of EPR hyperfine tensor components
lows for a reliable and moderately precise identification
the unpaired electron’s wave function.

For reasonably ‘‘clean’’ MOS oxides, we anticipate si
nificant concentrations of only silicon, oxygen, hydroge
and under certain circumstances, nitrogen, phosphorous,
boron. The nuclear moments of these atoms are all q
different.1 Over 99% of oxygen atoms have nuclear sp
zero; 95% of silicon atoms also have spin zero but about 5
those with29Si nuclei have a nuclear spin of one half. Th
95% spin zero/5% spin one half ratio is unique among e
ments of the periodic table. Thus, a three line pattern w
two side peaks, each about 2.5% the integrated intensit
the much more intense center line, can be convincin
linked to an unpaired electron on a silicon atom. Hydrog
nuclei ~99.9% of them! have a nuclear spin of one half an
thus produce a two line spectrum. Nitrogen nuclei~99.6% of
them! have a nuclear spin of one and therefore produce th
lines of equal intensity.

A little common sense usually allows one to identify th
magnetic nuclei involved in observed hyperfine interactio
Having identified the nuclear species involved, a first ord
analysis of the unpaired electron wave function is extrem
straightforward in terms of the LCAO picture. For defects
a crystalline environment, Eq.~12! can be fit to the EPR
spectrum for several values ofu. For defects in an amor
phous~or polycrystalline! environment one may fit the ap
propriately broadened analytical expressions to the E
spectra to yieldA' and Ai . ~This process is illustrated in
Fig. 3.! Using Eqs.~7! and~8! one then obtains the isotropi
and anisotropic coupling constantsAiso andAaniso.

Tabulated values1 of Aiso and Aaniso calculated for 100%
occupation probability can then be utilized to determine
hybridization and localization of the electronic wave fun
tions. For example, the isotropic and anisotropic coupl
constants for an electron 100% localized in a silicons andp
orbital are, respectively,ao51639.3 G andbo540.75 G. In
Fig. 4, we illustrate an EPR trace of theE8 center, the domi-
nating deep hole trap in high quality thermally grown oxid
on silicon. An application of the analysis schematically ind
cated in Fig. 2 indicates thatAiso5439 G andAaniso522 G.
If the electron were 100% localized in a silicons orbital, we
would expect an isotropic coupling constant ofao

51639.3 G. We measured 439 G; thus the orbital h
439/1639>27%s. If the electron were 100% localized in
silicon p orbital we would expectAaniso5bo540.75 G. We
measured> 22 G; thus, the orbital has 22/40.75>54%p.
The analysis indicates a localization on the center silicon

m

e.

FIG. 4. EPR trace of theE8 center showing a very narrow center line trac
corresponding to the.95% abundant spin-zero28Si nuclei and two broad
lines corresponding to the.5% abundant spin-1/229Si nuclei.
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about~54127!581%. Although the crude analysis just di
cussed is not extremely precise it is, to first order,quite re-
liable. One should realize that the isolated atomic values
tained forao andbo are themselves only moderately accura
and that placing a silicon atom in an oxide matrix will inev
tably alter the constants somewhat. Nevertheless, a stra
forward analysis of hyperfine parameters provides mod
ately accurate measurement of hybridization and loc
zation.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF DEFECT DENSITIES

A. Accuracy and sensitivity

The EPR is typically measured by placing the sample
a calibrated spin standard in a highQ microwave cavity.
EPR is detected via changes inQ: Comparing sample and
standard responses, relative defect densities can be d
mined to a precision of better than610%; absolute precision
is better than a factor of 2. With considerable effort, as f
as>1010 defects/cm2 may be observed using standard EP
As discussed later in the text, the EPR detection techni
called spin dependent recombination is about;107 times
more sensitive than conventional EPR. Unfortunately qu
titative spin counting measurements are not yet possible
spin dependent recombination.

V. PARAMAGNETIC CENTERS IN MOS SYSTEMS

A. Si/SiO 2 interface defects: Pb centers

1. Analysis of the structure

The chemical and structural nature ofPb centers has bee
established by several independent, consistent, and mut
corroborating studies. ThreePb variants have been consis
tently observed: at~111! Si/SiO2 interfaces a defect calle
simply Pb , at ~100! Si/SiO2 interfaces two defects calle
Pb0 andPb1 . The structure of both the~111! Si/SiO2 Pb and
the ~100! Si/SiO2 Pb0 are reasonably well understood; only
rudimentary understanding ofPb1 exists at this time.

Pb centers were first observed by Nishi and co-worker2,3

in a study initiated more than 30 years ago. Their work
cused primarily on the~111! Si/SiO2 system. They showed
that thePb centers were at or very near to the Si/SiO2 inter-
face and that they possess an axially symmetricg tensorgi

>2.000 andg'>2.01 with the symmetry axis correspondin
to the~111! direction. On the basis of this information Nish
et al. concluded thatPb centers are ‘‘trivalent silicon’’ cen-
ters at or very near the Si/SiO2 boundary.

Later, Poindexteret al.4,5 obtained more preciseg tensor
parameters. For the~111! Si/SiO2 Pb , they found gi

>2,0014 andg'>2.0081 with, as Nishi had observed pr
viously, the symmetry axis corresponding to the Si~111! di-
rection. For the~100! Si/SiO2 system, they found twoPb

variants;Pb0 and Pb1 . Although hampered by overlappin
spectra, Poindexteret al. were able to show that thePb0 g
tensor was virtually identical to that of the~111! Si/SiO2 Pb ;
they obtainedgi5g352.0015 andg'>g1>g2 , with g1

52.0087 andg252.0080. This very close corresponden
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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between the~111! Pb and~100! Pb0 g tensors was confirmed
in later observations by Kim and Lenahan.9 Poindexter
et al.4,5 found that Pb1 exhibits lower symmetry:g1

52.0076, g252.0052, andg352.0012. Traces of thePb

center taken with the magnetic field parallel and perpend
lar to the~111! symmetry axis are shown in Fig. 5.

The close similarity betweenPb and Pb0 g tensors lead
Poindexteret al. to suggest that the two centers are ess
tially identical: silicon ‘‘dangling bond’’ defects in which the
unpaired electron resides on a silicon backbonded to th
other silicon atoms at the Si/SiO2 boundary. This identifica-
tion makes physical sense: a silicon dangling bond de
shouldhave ag tensor with~111! axial symmetry.@Silicon
bonds point in~111! directions.# Also, as pointed out by
Caplan, Poindexter and co-workers, theg tensors are consis
tent with those of other silicon dangling bond centers.4 For a
~111! Si/SiO2 interface thisg tensor symmetry axis should b
normal to the interface~it is!. Serious doubts about the bas
structure of the~111! Pb and~100! Pb0 centers should have
been resolved by measurements of the hyperfine interact
with 29Si nuclei. The~111! Pb hyperfine tensor was firs
measured by Brower22 who found Ai>152 G and A'

>89 G. The similar~100! Pb0 hyperfine tensor was firs
measured by Jupina and Lenahan23 in radiation damage stud
ies and later by Gabrys and Lenahan24 in hot carrier damaged
transistors and~probably! quite recently by Cantinet al.25 in
porous silicon films. Brower’s~111! results have also bee
confirmed by Jupina and Lenahan23 and ~probably! Cantin
et al.25 In all cases, the approximately 5%/95% ratio of si
(29Si) peaks to center (29Si) peaks was reported. The>5%/
95% ratio of ‘‘hyperfine lines’’ to center line intensity fo
both ~111! Pb and ~100! Pb0 unequivocallyestablishes tha
both centers aresilicon dangling bonds. The~111! Pb and
~100! Pb0 have nearly identical hyperfine tensors whi
demonstrate, as had been indicated by earlierg tensor results,
that Pb andPb0 are essentially identical defects.@Of course
quite subtle differencesinevitably exist; the~111! Pb cen-
ter’s unpaired electron is in an orbital directed along t
~111! surface normal.# The ~100! Pb0 is also directed along a
~111! direction but this direction is obviously not normal t
the ~100! surface. The structures of the~111! Pb and the
~100! Pb0 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

The detailed structure of thePb1 center remains some
thing of a mystery; although it too is clearly a silicon ‘‘dan

FIG. 5. EPR traces of thePb center for the magnetic field~a! parallel and~b!
perpendicular to the~111! symmetry axis.
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gling bond’’ at the interface. Brower observed thePb1
29Si

hyperfine interactions for a single orientation.26 His results
clearly indicate an unpaired electron localized on a silic
atom in an orbital of highp character. Brower observedPb1

~as well asPb0 and Pb! in oxides grown on both~111! and
~100! silicon substrates in a17O enriched atmosphere. Sinc
17O possesses a nuclear magnetic moment, if thePb center
silicon were bonded to an oxygen, the17O nuclear moment
would greatly broaden the spectrum. None of the threePb

variants is broadened enough to indicate nearest neig
oxygens. However,all are slightly broadened, indicating tha
they areall at the interface. Since nitrogen and hydroge
also possess magnetic moments we know that thePb0 and
Pb1 silicons could not be bonded to them either. Since
other atoms are consistently present in numbers sufficien
account for thePb centers we may conclude thatall three
varieties ofPb center are silicons back bonded to silicons
the respective Si/SiO2 boundaries.

It should be noted that Stathis and Dori18 strenuously ob-
ject to the conclusions above regarding both the structur
Pb0 and its close similarity to the~111! Pb . They argue that
‘‘the defect responsible for thePb0 resonance either is fun
damentally different from a dangling bond, or lies deep
inside the silicon away from the interface.’’ They also arg
that ‘‘the structure ofPb1 is a silicon dangling bond simila
to thePb on ~111! and thatPb0 is a fundamentallydifferent
defect.’’

Stathis and Dori18 draw these conclusions from an expe
ment for which they reported on two oxide samples—o
grown on a~111! surface and one on a~100! surface. The
oxides were exposed to a post oxidation anneal in argo
700 °C in a sealed oxygen free silicide anneal furnace~SAF!.
The~111! samples received 5 min anneals, the~100! samples

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of aPb center at the~111! Si/SiO2 interface.

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of aPb0 center at the~100! Si/SiO2 interface.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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received 30 min anneals. After the anneal in the SAF b
samples were placed in a furnace in an argon ambien
760 °C and then pulled out after 30 s. Some samples
ceived a blanket aluminum deposition after the annea
steps ‘‘to ensure that these samples saw the same proce
sequence as similar samples that were used for elect
characterization.’’~Stathis and Dori did not discuss thes
electrical characterizations.!

The Stathis/Dori conclusions with regard toPb0 not being
a dangling bond, for example, apparently arise from diff
ences they observed in thePb , Pb0 , and Pb1 responses to
the growth and annealing steps which were themse
somewhat different for the two samples. What conclusio
may be drawn from the Stathis/Dori work are not obviou
However, in view of the enormous amount of consistent a
mutually corroborating evidence generated by many ot
groups investigating a vastly wider range of oxides, one m
conclude that the overwhelming preponderance of evide
indicating that the~111! Pb and~100! Pb0 are virtually iden-
tical defects is convincing. Both defects are silicon dangl
bonds; in this regard the hyperfine results are utterly con
sive. Both involve silicons backbonded to three other silico
and both are at the Si/SiO2 boundary.

B. Electronic levels of Pb centers

Several measurements of the population of paramagn
Pb density versus Si/SiO2 interface Fermi level provide ap
proximate but unequivocal information about the cente
electronic density of states.

The first attempt at this measurement by Poindexter
co-workers27 was not successful. They were able to sho
that thePb center spin lattice relaxation time was gate b
dependent but were unable to determine whether or not
charge state is also bias dependent.~The spin lattice relax-
ation time is the time it takes for an electron ‘‘flipped’’ vi
EPR to return to its previous orientation in the magne
field.!

Another attempt at this measurement by Brunstrom a
Svenson,28 although qualitative in nature, showed that t
application of a very large positive or negative bias acr
the oxide could suppress much of thePb amplitude. From
this observation, Brunstrom and Svenson inferred thatPb

centers can accept both electrons and holes.
The first semiquantitativeand quantitative information

about Pb levels within the Si band gap was reported
Lenahan and Dressendorfer7,8 who measured the ESR ampl
tude of the unsaturatedPb absorption spectra as a function
the interface Fermi level using a TE104 double resonant cav
ity and a calibrated spin standard. Their results are show
Fig. 8. Investigating irradiated thermal oxides, they fou
that the distribution ofPb centers is broadly peaked. Belo
mid-gap thePb center is a donorlike interface state defe
~Pb5Pb

11e; Pb1h15Pb
1!. As the Fermi level moves to

ward mid-gap, the positively chargedPb center accepts an
electron and becomes paramagnetic and neutral (Pb

11e2

5Pb). As the Fermi level moves from mid-gap to the co
duction band edge, thePb center picks up another electron
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becoming negatively charged and again diamagnetic. In
upper part of the band gap, thePb center is thus an accep
torlike interface trap~Pb1e25Pb

2 ; Pb
21h15Pb!. ThePb

center is paramagnetic when it has an unpaired~one! elec-
tron; it becomes diamagnetic by either accepting or dona
an electron. The distribution of paramagneticPb centers is
consistent with the ‘‘U-shaped’’ distribution of interfac
traps that is generally reported. Lenahan and Dressend
proposed that thePb density of states could be roughly a
proximated by the absolute value of the derivative of thePb

versus energy curve, yielding a U-shaped distribution. T
spin state of thePb center corresponding to its rough pos
tion in the gap is also displayed in Fig. 8.

Lenahan and Dressendorfer’s results showed thatPb cen-
ters are amphoteric:Pb centers are positively charged an
diamagnetic when the Fermi level is near the valence b
and negatively charged and diamagnetic when the Fe
level is near the conduction band. When the Fermi leve
near the center of the gap,Pb centers are paramagnetic an
have no net charge.

Lenahan and Dressendorfer pointed out that ifPb centers
account for most of the interface traps, then one can sepa
the effects of oxide space charge from interface charge
measuring capacitance versus voltage shifts correspondin
the Fermi level at mid-gap, where thePb centers are electri
cally neutral.

Poindexteret al.29 subsequently confirmed thisPb versus
energy result. They published an essentially identical ene
distribution plot forPb in unirradiated high temperature a

FIG. 8. ~a! Population of paramagneticPb centers vs the position of the
Fermi energy at the Si/SiO2 boundary~b! Density of interface states.~c!
Schematic illustration ofPb occupation vs Fermi energy.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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processed oxides. A recent study by Semon and Lenah28

also confirms the original results; they found that the dis
bution of Pb centers in a wide variety of oxides is rough
the same and that the electron–electron correlation energ
the Pb is about 0.7 eV. Gerardiet al.30 established that the
energy levels and correlation energy forPb0 are nearly iden-
tical to the Pb ~111!. They also report that thePb1 has a
smaller correlation energy than thePb0 and a distribution
skewed towards the top of the gap. Kim and Lenahan9 later
obtainedPb0 versus Fermi energy results nearly identical
those off Gerardiet al.; they also showed that thePb0 center
~and not thePb1! is primarily responsible for60Co radiation
induced interface traps (D it) .

Although Lenahan and Dressendorfer and the Poinde
group published virtually identicalPb amplitude versus en
ergy curves, they interpreted them in slightly different wa
Whereas Lenahan and Dressendorfer proposed that the a
lute value of the derivative ofPb amplitude versus energ
udPb /dEu would roughly correspond to thePb density of
states, Poindexteret al. presented a plot ofudPb /dEu as the
density of states. Although Poindexteret al. also clearly
viewed this as an approximation, the idea thatudPb/dEu rep-
resents thePb density of states has caused some misund
standings. TheudPb /dEu curve goes to zero near mid-gap;
udPb /dEu very accurately represented thePb density of
states, there would be zeroPb levels at mid-gap. It is clear
that this is not the case from at least two types of meas
ments:~1! spin dependent recombination studies of irradia
and hot carrier stressed metal–oxide–semiconductor fi
effect transistors~MOSFETs! and ~2! a comparison of mid-
gap interface state densities andPb densities in many as
processed~and relatively poor! Si/SiO2 samples.

In spin dependent recombination~SDR!31 one detects
EPR via spin dependent changes in a recombination cur
in a semiconductor device. SDR was discovered by Lepin31

who showed that the spin dependent capture of charge c
ers at paramagnetic deep levels could be modulated via
and that EPR induced changes in capture probability co
be measured in a recombination current. Lepine propose
very simple model which, although not completely corre
provides qualitative understanding. A strong applied m
netic field polarizes the spins of both the paramagnetic tr
ping centers and the paramagnetic charge carriers. With
trap and charge carrier spin systems polarized, imagine
capture of an electron at aPb center dangling bond site. I
both thePb center and conduction electron spin point in t
same direction, the recombination event will be forbidde
Thus, the application of a large magnetic field will redu
charge carrier capture and thus will also reduce a recom
nation current. However, in EPR, the application of a mic
wave frequency field satisfying the resonance condition w
‘‘flip’’ the trap electron. The trapping event is no longe
forbidden and the recombination current increases. Thus
measuring the recombination current versus applied fi
while simultaneously applying microwave radiation, o
may identify the defects dominating recombination. The c
rent versus field SDR spectrum will almost exactly match
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EPR spectrum of the defect~or defects! involved in recom-
bination.

Grove, Fitzgerald, and co-workers32–34extensively inves-
tigated recombination currents in gate controlled MOS
odes. They showed that near mid-gap interface states
almost entirely responsible for recombination currents wh
these devices are biased to yield the maximum recomb
tion current. Both the pioneering SDR study of Vran
et al.10 and the later more extensive SDR measurement
Jupina and Lenahan23 reported quite strongPb SDR spectra
under these biasing conditions, results essentially imposs
to reconcile with a near zeroPb density of states in the
vicinity of mid-gap.

Almost equally compelling objections to the notion
near zeroPb density at mid-gap come from an examinati
of the early collaboration between Caplan, Poindexter, D
and Razouk~CPDR!.4,5 In the CPDR studiesPb and mid-gap
interface state densities were evaluated on a variety of
processed Si/SiO2 samples with relatively high mid-gap in
terface state densities in the range of;131011/cm2 eV to
231012/cm2 eV. ~CPDR reported a virtually one-to-one co
relation between thePb densities and 1 eV times the mid-ga
interface state densities.! If the Pb density of states were
virtually zero, Poindexteret al. could not have obtained th
results they reported.~Obviously, if thePb densities at mid-
gap were very low, the mid-gap interface trap density /Pb

density ratiohas to be very high.!
A schematic illustration of thePb density of states is

shown in Fig. 9. As recently demonstrated forPb-like dan-
gling bonds in amorphous hydrogenated silicon,35 this sche-
matic curve should be viewed as exactly that—aschematic.
The shape of the density of states curve will depend to so
extent upon the density ofPb centers.35 ThePb energy levels
couple to the band tail states which they themselves~in part!
create.Pb defects close to one another will have a coupli
between their own levels.35 Nevertheless the schematic illu
tration is a reasonable zero order description ofPb levels.

FIG. 9. Schematic density of states forPb centers.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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Two broad levels separated by a correlation energy of;0.6
eV; a quite significantPb density of states exists at mid-ga

VI. ROLE OF Pb IN Si/SiO2 INTERFACE
INSTABILITIES

The Si/SiO2 interface can be damaged when MOS devic
are stressed in a variety of ways. Among the stressing p
nomena, ionizing radiation has been the most extensiv
investigated, although a considerable body of work also
ists regarding hot carrier and high electric field effects.

A. Radiation damage

Several early studies by Lenahan, Dressendo
et al.6–8,36 using ~111! Si/SiO2 structures, established tha
when MOS devices are subjected to ionizing radiation,Pb

centers are generated in densities which approxima
match the average of the interface state densities generat
the mid-half band gap. They showed that the annealing c
acteristics of thePb centers and radiation induced interfa
state densities are virtually identical. They furthermore de
onstrated that the densities of radiation inducedPb centers
could be strongly influenced by processing variations. P
cessing yielding lowPb generation also produced low yield
of radiation induced interface state densities. Process
yielding higher Pb densities resulted in proportionate
larger interface state densities. A later study by Kim a
Lenahan9 extended these results to the more technologic
important ~100! Si/SiO2 system. Some results from thes
studies are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. As mentioned pr
ously, an interesting aspect of the Kim/Lenahan study w
the observation that the radiation inducedPb centers were
primarily ~although not exclusively! Pb0 defects.~Weaker
Pb1 spectra were also generated.! The results of these studie
have been confirmed and extended by many other group

Miki et al.11 compared the response of ultradry and ste
grown oxides to ionizing radiation. They found higher de
sities of radiation induced interface states and higher de
ties of radiation inducedPb centers in the steam grown ox
ides. They also found a rough numerical corresponde
between the ratios of inducedPb and interface state defect
as well as in the absolute numbers ofPb centers and inter-
face states. However since the EPR measurements
made on soft x-ray irradiated devices and the electrical m
surements were made on devices in which holes were
lanche active injected into the oxide~to simulate the radia-
tion! precise numerical comparisons were not possible.

Awazu et al.12 have also studied the role of processi
parameters on the generation ofPb centers by ionizing ra-
diation. Among the oxide processing parameters investiga
were those used in the first study of Lenahan and Dresse
fer. For these oxides, Awazuet al. obtained the samePb

versus dose curve reported in the original 1981 study.
Awazu et al.12 studied oxides grown on both~111! and

~100! substrates. They found that if an as-processed inter
had low Pb density then technologically relevant irradiatio
levels ~,10 Mrad! generated very large (;1012/cm2) Pb
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densities. However, if the as-processedPb densities were
extremely high (;2 – 331012/cm2) the Pb density was re-
duced. They argued that this result should be expected f
elementary reaction theory.

Vranchet al.10 have also investigated the effects of ioni
ing radiation on the silicon–silicon dioxide. They show
that dose levels of several megarad could generate;1013 Pb

centers/cm2 as measured in a conventional EPR measu
ment. Their studies included conventional EPR as well
spin dependent recombination. They found~as did several
other groups! a strong preponderance ofPb0 centers gener-
ated by radiation stressing.

B. High and low oxide field electron injection

In addition to ionizing radiation, several other oxid
stressing mechanisms have been investigated by EPR.
kawa and Lenahan37 found thatPb centers could be gener
ated by injecting electrons into an oxide at low field by i
ternal photoemission. Warren and Lenahan38 showed thatPb

centers could also be generated by high field stressing
ides. In both the Mikawa/Lenahan and Warren/Lenah
studies a rough~about one to one! correspondence was ob
served between the densities ofPb centers generated and th
densities of interface states in the middle half of the ba
gap.

FIG. 10. Plot ofPb density~above! and interface state density in the mid
half band gap as a function of ionizing radiation dose.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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C. Hot carrier stress of short channel MOSFETs

Krick et al.39 and Gabryset al.24 have used SDR to stud
hot carrier damage centers created near the drain of s
channel MOSFETs. To the best of our knowledge, th
studies included the highest sensitivity electron spin re
nance measurements ever made in condensed matter.
Krick et al. and Gabryset al. generated strongPb SDR sig-
nals by hot hole stressing the drain regions of the transist
Krick et al. reported that thePb0 SDR signal scaled with
increasing interface state density as measured by ch
pumping. The Gabrys measurements were sufficiently se
tive to allow detection of the29Si hyperfine side peaks a
well as an evaluation of thePb0

29Si hyperfine tensor.

D. Conclusion regarding Pb centers and Si/SiO 2
instabilities

At least four independent groups6–12,23,24,37–39have re-
ported essentially incontrovertible measurements on m
oxides demonstrating a strong generation ofPb centers in
device stressing. For radiation induced instabilities, all fo
groups concluded thatPb centers play a dominating role
Although these studies have been most extensive for ioniz
radiation, one may reasonably conclude thatPb centers do
indeed play dominating roles in several technologically i
portant instabilities. The earlier studies of Nishiet al.2–5 and
Poindexteret al.4,5 established thatPb centers play dominat-
ing roles in as-processed Si/SiO2 structures with relatively
poor interfaces.

E. Dissenting opinion

It should probably be noted that Cartier and Stathis19 have
strenuously objected to this conclusion. In a recent pa
they wrote that ‘‘prior to these studies, it was widely a
cepted that the silicon dangling bond defect, which gives r

FIG. 11. Plot of the annealing behavior ofPb centers and the interface stat
density in the middle half of the silicon band gap vs ionizing radiation do
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to the well knownPb signal in ESR is the microscopic defe
causing the fast interface states. As will be outlined in t
contribution, we cannot support this view.’’ They argue th
‘‘silicon dangling bonds, as detected by ESR measurem
account for onlya small fraction of the electrically detecte
interface states’’~emphasis added!.

Cartier and Stathis draw this conclusion on studies
which they bombard Si/SiO2 structures withextremelyhigh
fluences of atomic hydrogen~up to 1021 hydrogen
atoms/cm2! to generate extremely high densities of interfa
states (.531012/cm2 eV).

There are a few problems with the Cartier/Stathis stu
At least five bear mentioning.

~1! The '1021 hydrogen atoms/cm2 used in their study cor-
responds to aboutone million monolayers. A typical ox-
ide ;100 Å thick with;0.1 at. % hydrogen would hav
about 1014 hydrogen atoms/cm2. Thus, the amount o
hydrogen involved in their model experiments is ma
orders of magnitude greater than that present in the
cess they are attempting to model.

~2! Ionizing radiation, in particular, has been well studie
Atomic hydrogen is dimerized in a fraction of a seco
at room temperature.40 At room temperature, generatio
of interface states proceeds formany secondsafter a de-
vice is exposed to ionizing radiation.41,42 Since atomic
hydrogen is not present during nearly all the time
volved in interface state generation, atomic hydrogen
itself cannotbe responsible for most of the process.

~3! Johnsonet al.43 have shown that atomic hydrogen is e
tremely effective in annihilating silicon dangling bond
Testing a silicon dangling bond generation model with
process known to annihilate silicon dangling bonds i
less than an optimal approach.

~4! A fourth problem with the work of Cartier and Stath
involves the extremely high amounts of energy whi
would be required to generate fluences of 1021 hydrogen
atoms/cm2. For example, if one were actually to flood a
interface with 1021 hydrogen atoms/cm2, say via ionizing
irradiation, one would necessarily have to break 1021 hy-
drogen atoms bonds/cm2. If each bond energy is;2 eV,
;231021 eV/cm2 would be absorbed by the;100 Å
oxide involved.~Stathiset al. reported results ofPb gen-
eration in 97.5 Å oxides.! Radiation dose is typically
reported in rads: 1 rad5102 ergs/gram. For Si/SiO2 then,

1 rad5~102 erg/g!S 1027J

erg D S eV

1.6310219JD
3S 2.2 g~SiO2!

cm3 D>1.431014 eV/cm3.

Thus, for a 100 Å thick oxide, a fluence of 1021 hydro-
gen atoms/cm2 would correspond to a dose ofat least
1.331013 rad. This is about a million times higher dos
level than the highest levels utilized in the earlier stud
and, not coincidentally, a million times higher than t
upper limit of technological relevance. Indeed, th
amount of energy is orders of magnitude higher than t
required to vaporize the oxide sample in question.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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~5! There is another, slightly more subtle problem with t
Cartieret al. study. Their fundamental result, gross d
ferences inPb and interface state densities, involve
EPR measurements ofPb centers on 97 Å oxides an
capacitance versus voltage measurements on 49
oxides.44 An extremely large number of studies involv
ing radiation damage have consistently shown that in
face state generation is a very strong fraction of ox
thickness.45–47 Since very large differences in interfac
state generation are consistently observed for differ
oxide thicknesses, one would not expect a 97 Å ox
and a 495 Å oxide to exhibit comparable interface st
densities in the process which Cartieret al. attempt to
model. ~Indeed, the thinner oxide would be expected
exhibit much lower interface state density.45–47!

Although the Stathis/Cartier atomic hydrogen studies m
be of some general interest, their conclusions are
strongly supported by their own data and are contradicted
much more relevant and extensive data generated by m
other groups.

VII. OXIDE CENTERS: NEAR Si/SiO 2 CENTERS

A. E8 centers structure

The most important oxide trapping centers areE8 centers,
which involve an unpaired electron localized on a silic
backbonded to three oxygens. Usually, though not alwa
the paramagnetic silicon site is coupled to a positiv
charged diamagnetic silicon as shown in Fig. 12.

E8 centers have been studied in cubic centimeter si
samples for quite some time.48,49 In these large volume
samples, it is quite easy to measure the hyperfine interact
of the unpaired electron with the single silicon atom
which it primarily resides. Although the magnetic29Si nuclei
are only >5% abundant, the number of centers present
large volume samples~typically ;1016– 1017/cm3 for amor-
phous SiO2! is more than sufficient to generate quite stro
29Si spectra. An EPR spectrum taken on such a large volu
amorphous sample is shown in Fig. 4. As discussed pr
ously one may, by inspection, obtain a rough estimate of
hybridization and localization of the electron from this spe
trum. Also, as discussed previously, one notes that a sec
integration of the two side peaks~corresponding to spin 1/2

FIG. 12. Schematic illustration of theE8 center.
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nuclei! yields an intensity of about 5% of the center line
unambiguously identifying the center as an unpaired s
localized on a silicon atom.

In crystalline SiO2, Feigl et al.49 argued thatE8 centers
are holes trapped in oxygen vacancies. The unpaired elec
resides on a neutral silicon on one side of the vacancy.
silicon on the other side of the vacancy is positively charg
Bonded to just three other atoms, it adjusts its position t
flat-planar arrangement~expected forsp2 bonding! with its
three neighboring oxygens. In amorphous SiO2, E8 centers
can be positively charged or neutral.

Quite a number of studies indicate thatE8 centers are
dominating trapped hole centers in technologically relev
thermally grown oxide films.8,9,11–16,36,50TheseE8 centers
are primarily the positively charged Feigl Fowler YipE8
defects shown in Fig. 12.

B. MOS oxide E8 centers: Electronic properties

The role of E8 centers in high quality thermally grow
oxides is fairly well understood at the present time. The
centers were probably first detected in thermally grown
ides by Marquardt and Sigel51 who studied quite thick~up to
11 000 Å! oxides subjected to quite high~up to 220 Mrad!
doses of ionizing radiation. They observed weak signals
these films which they attributed toE8 centers. Although
they did not report results of electrical measurements, t
proposed~correctly! that E8 centers are thermal oxide ho
traps.

The electronic properties ofE8 centers and their signifi
cance in MOS device operation were first demonstrated
Lenahan and Dressendorfer.8,36 They made a series of obse
vations which clearly established thatE8 centers are domi-
nating hole trap centers in a variety of MOS oxides.~1! They
found a rough one-to-one correspondence betweenE8 den-
sity and the density of hole traps in relatively hard and re
tively soft oxides grown in both steam and dry oxygen~see
Fig. 13!. ~2! They found a rough one-to-one corresponden
betweenE8 density and trapped hole density in oxides irr
diated under positive gate bias over a technologically me

FIG. 13. Plot ofE8 density vs trapped hole density in MOS oxides subjec
to ionizing radiation.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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ingful range of ionizing radiation dose~see Fig. 14!. ~3!
They showed that MOS oxideE8 centers and oxide trappe
holes have the same annealing response in air~see Fig. 15!.
~4! They demonstrated that the distribution ofE8 centers and
trapped holes are virtually identical in oxides subjected
ionizing irradiation under positive gate bias: both the trapp
holes andE8 centers are quite close to the Si/SiO2 boundary
~see Fig. 16!.

The results of the early studies have been confirmed
extended in quite a few later studies.~1! Takahashi and
co-workers52,53 also reported an approximately one-to-o
correspondence betweenE8 centers and trapped holes; the
also reported that the distribution ofE8 centers and trapped
holes were the same in their irradiated oxides.~2! Lipkin

FIG. 14. Plot of trapped hole density andE8 density vs dose for oxides
irradiated under positive gate bias.

FIG. 15. Annealing response ofE8 centers and holes trapped in the oxid
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et al.54 also measured an approximately one-to-one co
spondence betweenE8 density and the density of trappe
holes generated in oxides subjected to 10–20 Mrad
gamma radiation~3! Miki et al.11 compared bothE8 genera-
tion and trapped hole generation in ultradry and steam gro
oxides. They found that their ultradry oxides contained tw
as manyE8 centers as the steam grown oxides and that
ultradry oxides also had twice as many trapped holes as
steam grown oxides. In addition, they found a rough num
cal correspondence between theE8 densities and trappe
hole densities in the samples investigated. However, s
Miki et al.11 made electrical measurements on oxides s
jected to avalanche injection of holes and EPR meas
ments on x-ray irradiated oxides, a precise numerical co
parison betweenE8 density and trapped hole density was n
possible.~4! Awazu et al.12 have explored the role of pro
cessing parameters onE8 generation. As previously noted b
Lenahan and Dressendorfer,8,36 as well as by Mikiet al.,11

the densities ofE8 centers are strongly processing depe
dent. A point of particular interest in the Awazu study
their observation that the cooling rate after high tempera
processing strongly affectsE8 generation. Awazuet al. con-
cluded that theE8 centers in their oxides were holes trapp
in oxygen vacancies O3[Si1•Si[O3. Since they observed
;1 – 331012E8 centers/cm2 after modest~;1–11 Mrad!
doses of ionizing radiation, these centers would inevitably
the dominant hole trap centers in the oxides of their stu
~5! Results of a more qualitative nature by Carlos14 also sup-
port the correspondence between oxide trapped holes anE8
centers. He reported a significant (;1012/cm2) density ofE8
centers in oxides subjected to technologically relevant ra
tion levels. Although he did not report results of any elec
cal measurements, he did report a gate polarity depend

FIG. 16. Plot ofE8 centers remaining in an oxide after a series of etch b
steps. The results show that nearly all theE8 centers, like nearly all the
trapped holes, are near the Si/SiO2 boundary.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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of E8 generation, suggesting~as the other studies had show!
that E8 generation was due to the capture of a charged p
ticle.

The results of at least five independent EPR studies
indicate a dominant role forE8 centers in oxide hole trap
ping. On the basis of this mutually corroborating work w
conclude thatE8 centers do indeed dominate oxide hole tra
ping in a wide variety of thermally grown oxide films o
silicon. However, the current understanding of oxide h
trapping is moderately complex and still incomplete. At lea
five E8 variants have been observed in thermally grown o
ide films. Two E8 variants areE8 defect/hydrogen com-
plexes for which detailed and convincing models have ye
be established. A third variant calledEd8 or EP is almost
certainly closely related to the conventionalE8 site but ex-
hibits significantly differentg and hyperfine tensor compo
nents and somewhat different capture cross sections than
conventionalE8 site. A fourth variant, called EP2 is eve
less well characterized. It is positively charged when pa
magnetic and exhibits a large capture cross section for ho
A fifth variant is the neutralE8 center, observed in plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition~PECVD! oxide films
and in thermally grown oxides exposed to very high doses
ionizing radiation.

VIII. HYDROGEN COMPLEXED E8 CENTERS

Two hydrogen complexedE8 variants may play importan
roles in device reliability. The hydrogen complexed cent
are called the 74 G doublet and the 10.4 G doublet. E
traces of both defects are shown in Fig. 17. Both defe
were first observed in cubic centimeter size samples,55,56and
both centers clearly involve anE8 hydrogen complex. It has
been proposed55 that the 74 G doubled involves an unpaire
electron on a silicon back bonded to two oxygens and
hydrogen and that the 10.4 G doublet defect involves
unpaired electron on a silicon back bonded to three oxyg
with one of the oxygens bonded to a hydrogen.55 ~Although
these models seem quite reasonable and are undoubtedly
rect to the extent that the defects areE8/hydrogen com-
plexes, in detail, the models should probably be viewed
provisional.!

The 74 G doublet was first observed in thin oxide films
Takahashiet al.52,53 who generated them at somewhat e
evated temperatures~>100 °C! in irradiated oxides. More
recently, Conleyet al.57,58 observed the room temperatu
generation of both the 74 G doublet centers and 10.4 G d
blet centers in oxides subjected to either vacuum ultravio
(hc/l<10.2 eV) or gamma irradiation.

Takahashiet al.52,53 suggested that the hydrogen com
plexedE8 defects might play an important role in Si/SiO2

interface state generation. Conleyet al.57,58 provided strong
circumstantial evidence linkingE8/hydrogen coupled center
to interface trap generation. Several~purely electrical mea-
surement! studies59,60had shown that a molecular–hydroge
containing ambient leads to an enhancement in radiation
duced interface state generation. Conleyet al.57,58 showed
that exposing an oxide previously flooded with holes~to gen-

k
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erateE8 centers! to an H2/N2 ambient leads to a conversio
of conventionalE8 centers to 74 G doublet centers as well
generation of interface state centers. The number ofE8 cen-
ters converted to hydrogen complexed centers is appr
mately equal to the number of interface traps generated.
time period involved in interface trap formation is approx
mately equal to the time required to saturate theE8/hydrogen
complexing process.

IX. EP OR Ed8 VARIANT „ONE DEFECT, TWO
NAMES…

The EP orEd8 variant has been observed in separation
implanted oxide~SIMOX! buried oxides,61–65bond and etch
back~BESOI! buried oxides, and thermally grown oxides.
is generally observed simultaneously with the conventio
E8 center. Its spectrum is quite narrow with a zero cross
g>2.002. Vanheusden and Stesmans64 estimate that the
Ed8/EP variant accounts for about 20% of theE8 centers in
SIMOX buried oxides. Conleyet al.61,63,65,66have observed
EP/Ed8 centers in a variety of thermally grown oxides as w
as in SIMOX buried oxides and demonstrated that they
positively charged.

Vanheusden and Stesmans and Warrenet al.63 had ini-
tially proposed that the EP/Ed8 center involved a five silicon
atom microcluster. Conley and Lenahan67 compared the re-
sponse of the EP/Ed8 centers to molecular hydrogen an
found nearly identical responses for both centers: virtua
identical time scales for the room temperature respon
nearly identical hyperfine coupling constants for both hyd

FIG. 17. EPR traces of~a! the 74 G doublet and~b! the 10-4 G doublet
centers.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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gen complexed centers, and nearly identicalg values for both
hydrogen complexed centers. On the basis of those obse
tions, they argued that the EP/Ed8 center must be very closel
related to conventionalE8 centers, and almost certainlynot a
five atom silicon cluster. Recent studies of the EP/Ed8

29Si
hyperfine spectrum indicated that the unpaired electron
shared by two equivalent silicons.67

Quite recently, Chavezet al. have proposed that th
EP/Ed8 center is an oxygen vacancy but with the positi
charge and the unpaired electron equally shared by the
silicons. The model proposed by Chavezet al.68 is consistent
with many experimental observations:~1! as observed ex-
perimentally, the center is positively charged,~2! as ob-
served experimentally the center behaves almost exactly
the conventionalE8 center in response to molecular hydr
gen. ~3! The predicted hyperfine coupling is almost exac
what is observed experimentally.~4! The model is consisten
with recent observations indicating that the unpaired elect
is shared by two silicons. There is extensive agreement
tween the Chavez model and experimental observations;
probably correct.

X. NEAR Si/SiO 2 INTERFACE E8 CENTERS:
ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

One could reasonably divide electrically active MOS d
fects into three categories: Interface state traps, which
communicate readily with charge carries in the silicon, ox
traps which do not communicate with charge in the silico
and very near interface traps which can, on fairly long tim
scales, communicate with charge carriers in the silicon.

The near Si/SiO2 interface traps go by many names: slo
states, border traps, switching traps,... . It is possible, e
likely, that more than one type of near Si/SiO2 interface trap
can exist in certain oxides under certain conditions. One n
Si/SiO2 interface trap has been directly identified via EP
the E8 center.

Many studies~involving only electrical measurements!
show that when some MOS devices are subjected to ioniz
radiation capacitance versus voltage and current versus
age, characteristics experience a negative voltage shift,DV,
indicating the capture of positive charge in the oxide.69,70

However, if a positive gate bias is applied, the magnitude
DV decreases logarithmically in time, indicating the anni
lation of some of the positive charge. If the applied bias
reversed from positive to negative some of the previou
annihilated charge returns. The charge that returns is sa
be in switching traps.

An EPR study by Conleyet al.71 clearly demonstrates tha
someE8 centers can act as switching traps. These centers
presumably very close to the Si/SiO2 boundary. Results from
the Conleyet al.71 study are shown in Fig. 18. The bia
voltages and bias switching times approximately match th
of earlier purely electronic measurements. The first po
~HOLES! indicates theE8 density initially after holes were
injected into the oxide. The second point~Zero 1! was taken
after 105 s with no bias across the oxide. Point~Neg 1! was
taken after a negative gate voltage corresponding to an a
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age oxide field of 3.5 MV/cm was applied for 24 h. Th
negative bias increased the number of paramagneticE8 sites.
Point ~POS 1! was taken on the same sample after an ad
tional 24 h under positive gate bias, also corresponding to
average oxide field of 3.5 MV/cm. The positive bias subst
tially decreases the density of paramagneticE8 centers. Two
additional biasing points indicate the repeatability of th
process. Clearly, the ‘‘spin state’’ and thus ‘‘charge state’’
theseE8 centers can be repeatably switched with bias;t
E8 centers can act as oxide switching traps.

The results of Conleyet al.71 are consistent with, and
clearly confirm, the basic premise of the switching tr
model proposed earlier by Leliset al.69,70 after hole capture,
subsequent electron capture does not always return theE8
site involved to its original condition. This irreversibilit
leads to the switching behavior. The results of Conleyet al.
do not, of course, preclude the possibility that defects ot
thanE8 centers may act as switching traps.

The Conleyet al.71 results extend earlier results generat
by Jupina and Lenahan who reported the SDR detectio
E8 centers.21 Since SDR can only detect defects which
some way ‘‘communicate’’ with Si/SiO2 interface charge
carriers, their results strongly indicated that some n
Si/SiO2 interfaceE8 centers did indeed behave in this wa
The Conleyet al. study is also consistent with a recent ES
study by Warrenet al.72 which suggested, but did not dem
onstrate, thatE8 centers may act as switching traps.

XI. INTRINSIC DEFECTS AND DEVICE
RELIABILITY: PHYSICALLY BASED PREDICTIVE
MODELS

Although the many EPR studies of MOS systems are
some general interest as physics, chemistry, and mate
science, their ultimate significance must relate to their util
can these studies help design better, more reliable, integr
circuits? The answer to this question is almost certainly y
Yes, if the results can be utilized to predict and manipul
defect densities.

It is clear that two families of point defects,E8 centers
and Pb centers, play dominating roles in a number of MO
reliability problems. Materials scientists and engineers h

FIG. 18. Plot ofE8 spectrum amplitude vs the biasing sequence discusse
the text.
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well developed and widely verified methods of manipulati
intrinsic point defect populations. These methods are ba
upon the fundamental principles of the statistical mechan
of solids as well as on basic principles of physical chemis

One should be able to ameliorate device reliability pro
lems by applying these well established principles toE8 and
Pb centers.

A. Predicting oxide hole trapping

Lenahan and Conley15 used the standard approach of s
tistical mechanics73,74 to calculate the density of oxygen va
cancies in MOSFET oxides, calibrated the parameters of
expression with EPR measurements, and then tested the
lidity of calibrated~quantitative! expression on several oxid
films. They found good correspondence between the c
brated expression and experimental results.

A consideration of the basic principles of statistical the
modynamics tells us that equilibrium occurs when the Gib
free energyG of a solid is minimized.73,74 It can be shown
that, for the simplest cases, the minimization of Gibbs f
energy leads to an equilibrium density of vacancy sites gi
by

n5NeDSf /k2DH f /kT, ~13!

whereDSf represents the nonconfigurational entropy con
bution per defect site,DH f represents the enthalpy of forma
tion of a defect site,k is the Boltzmann constant, andN
represents the density of available sites. For the purpose
this discussion, the important points here are that the n
configurational entropy contribution is large and essentia
temperature independent, and theDH f essentially represent
the increase in system energy caused by vacancy creatio
an unstressed lattice site minus the strain energy lost by
moval from a compressed SiO2 matrix. ~This reduction in
DH f would be a strain energy;PdV caused by the effective
volume change resulting from the removal of the atom fro
its particular location.!

As pointed out by Ohmameudaet al.75 this strain energy
reduction will be greatest for sites near the Si/SiO2 boundary;
this energy contribution should amount to several tenths
an electron volt.6 One thus expects and finds8 that theE8
centers are primarily located close to the Si/SiO2 boundary.

Anticipating then an oxygen vacancy/E8 precursor den-
sity of the form

n5ae2b/T, ~14!

where the temperature independent constanta is given by
a5NeDSf /k and b5DH f /k, we may evaluate the relevan
‘‘thermodynamic’’ constants by making measurements
devices exposed to various high-temperature anneals. W
knowledge ofE8 center hole capture cross section14 and the
standard analysis of charge capture in oxide films, we wo
anticipate that, for a given fluence of holes through the
ides,

Nth5ae2b/T~12e2sh!, ~15!

in
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whereNth is the density of trapped holes andh is the fluence
of holes through the oxide. Witha, b, ands evaluated from
spin resonance measurements the expression provides
adjustable-parameter prediction of oxide hole trappi
~However, due to the modest absolute precision of EPR m
surements, the value ofa as determined strictly from EPR
could be in error by almost a factor of 2.!

The potential validity of Eq.~15! was assessed15 through
a series of measurements on MOS oxides subjected to
neals at 875, 950, 1025, and 1100 °C. The oxides were
grown at 825 °C and then a polysilicon gate was deposi
After gate deposition the anneals were carried out for 30
in a dry N2 atmosphere. After the anneals the capacitors w
rapidly pulled from the furnace in order to ‘‘quench in’’ th
defect densities at the annealing temperatures.

The poly gates were removed and two sets of meas
ments were made on the samples, both after subjecting
oxides to hole flooding. To evaluate theE8 precursor en-
thalpy of creation, oxides of the three higher temperat
annealing samples were each flooded with approximate
31013 holes/cm2. The enthalpy was determined from th
slope of a plot of the natural logarithm ofE8 density versus
reciprocal temperature, shown in Fig. 19; the activation
thalpy is approximately 1.560.1 eV. To test the predictive
capability of Eq.~15!, holes were injected into samples su
jected to each of the four annealing steps; mid-gap cap
tance versus voltage shifts,DVmg, were plotted versus in
jected hole fluence. Using expression~15! and taking the
trapped holes to be close to the Si/SiO2 boundary, our
model15 predicts mid-gap shifts of

DVmg5
qae2b/T

Cox
~12esh!, ~16!

whereq is electronic charge,Cox is oxide capacitance, an
all other parameters are as previously defined.

Figure 20 compares the experimental results and the
dictions of Eq.~16!. The correspondence between predicti
and experiment is quite close. It clearly demonstrates so
thing new and almost certainly useful: It is possible to p

FIG. 19. Plot of the natural logarithm ofE8 density vs the reciprocal of
annealing temperature. Slope of the line yields an activation energy of t
about 1.5 eV.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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dict the response of an oxide from an essentially n
adjustable-parameter fit of a physically based model.

B. Predicting interface trap formation

Straightforward concepts from the equilibrium thermod
namics of chemical reactions also allow one to make so
predictions about interface trap formation.16

As discussed previously at least four independent gro
have demonstrated that significant~greater than or approxi
mately equal to 1012/cm2! generation ofPb centers occurs
when MOS oxides are subjected to technologically relev
levels of ionizing radiation. More limited results indicatePb

generation resulting from high or low oxide electric fie
injection of electrons as well as the injection of hot holes in
the oxide from the near drain region of short channel MO
FETS. The previously discussed studies of Conleyet al.57,58

show thatE8 centers react with molecular hydrogen at roo
temperature and that this reaction is accompanied by the
multaneous generation of Si/SiO2 interface traps~these are
Pb centers!.

In our study,57,58 only about 25% of theE8 centers disap-
peared as about an equal number of hydrogen complexeE8
centers~which we termE8H! appeared: the loss inE8 den-
sity was accompanied by an approximately equivalent g
in interface trap density. No increase in interface trap den
occurred with H2 exposure if the positively chargedE8 cen-
ters were absent. These observations are significant bec
when SiO2 is subjected to ionizing radiation, atomic hydro
gen is created: above 110 °K it very rapidly dimerizes lea
ing behind H2 in the oxide.76

It is well established that silicon dangling bond sites at
Si/SiO2 interface~Pb centers! are passivated by hydrogen.3,77

Assuming that the interface trap creation process invol
the breaking of silicon–hydrogen bonds atPb center precur-
sor sites (PbH) we proposed a reaction of the followin
form:16

H21PbH1E8�H21Pb1E8H. ~17!

In this reaction, H2 plays the formal role of a catalyst
When a hole drifting to anE8 precursor site is captured,
positively charged silicon dangling bond site~E8 center! is

be

FIG. 20. Solid lines represent Eq.~16! evaluated for the various indicate
temperatures. Dots represent experimental results.
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created, which, as Conleyet al.58 have shown, can react wit
radiolytic H2 to form a complex which we termE8H. After
irradiation, the H2 is eventually dissipated, but for a sho
time the system willapproachequilibrium. Elementary sta
tistical mechanics tells us that, if the system were to re
equilibrium, one could write78

bPbc@E8H#

bPbHc@E8#
5K, ~18!

whereK5exp(2DG/kT) andDG is the difference in Gibbs
free energy of the reactants and products. Since expres
~18! involves the transfer of a hydrogen atom from a silic
at the interface (Pb) to a silicon in the oxide (E8), one
would reasonably conclude thatDG is small. Thus,K>1, at
least within about an order of magnitude.

In order to solve Eq.~18! for DPb ~the concentration of
Pb centers eventually generated after the interface trap
mation process is complete! define the initial~prestress! Pb

concentration to bePbi , the initial ~prestress! PbH concen-
tration to be (PbH) i , and the density ofE8 trapped holes
present immediately after irradiation~and immediately after
all the holes which were not trapped are swept from
oxide! to beE18 .

With these definitions, Eq.~19! becomes

@Pbi1DPb#@DPb#

@~PbH! i !2DPb] @Ei82DPb#
5K. ~19!

In Eq. ~19!, take the number ofE8H complex sites created
to be equal to the number ofPb sites created. Assuming
captures the essential physics of the process, Eq.~19! pre-
dicts the interface trap generation behavior in a wide rang
oxides.

For the technologically important situation in which th
Si/SiO2 interface has a very low interface trap andPb den-
sity, Pbi>0, at low dose@DPb!(PbH) i , Eq. ~19! becomes

@DPb#@DPb#

~PbH! i~Ei82DPb!
>K, ~20!

yielding

DPb>
K

2
~PbH! i~$114Ei8 /@K~PbH! i #%

1/221!. ~21!

For a low level of initialEi8 generationDPb will be al-
most equal~always slightly less than! the initial Ei8 density.
Thus, if we were to flood a very good oxide with a sm
number of holes, suppress the interface trap generation
cess, measure the initial trapped hole concentration, and
allow interface trap generation to proceed, we would exp
that the eventual interface trap density~each Pb has two
levels! would be roughly equal to the initial trapped ho
density.

The generation of interface trapscan be suppressed fo
hours by lowering the temperature of the system;79 warming
to room temperature allows the process to proceed. M
years ago, Hu and Johnson79 subjected good oxide/silicon
devices to relatively low levels of hole flooding at tempe
tures low enough to temporarily suppress interface trap g
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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eration. Initial oxide hole densities were evaluated, then
terface traps allowed to generate, and those interface
densities were also evaluated. As Eq.~21! predicts, Hu and
Johnson found that the initial oxide hole density was a
proximately equal to the eventual interface trap density.

There are other semiquantitative aspects of this mo
which are in agreement with results in the literature.

~1! Expression~21! shows thatDPb should be sublinear in
Ei8 . Since Ei8 generation should itself be sublinear
dose,15 the model predicts a sublinear buildup of inte
face sites with dose. Such behavior is widely reported80

~2! The model predicts that in devices with low initial inte
face trap density, the hole trapping and interface t
generation,Pb generation andE8 generation would ap-
proximately scale together. This behavior~both cases!
has been observed.36

~3! Since the model involves interaction of a trapped h
site with molecular hydrogen triggering a reaction a
Si/SiO2 interface PbH site, one would expect that th
time involved in interface trap generation would be s
nificantly increased by reversing the irradiation bi
from positive gate voltage to negative gate voltage. T
behavior is consistently observed.81–83

~4! Since theE8 center precursors~oxygen vacancies! are
intrinsic defects, one would expect that their numb
would be an exponential function of processing tempe
ture. Thus one would expect a strong increase in in
face trap generation with increasing temperature of g
oxide processing. This behavior is observed.36

~5! Radiolytic, molecular hydrogen will be rapidly diss
pated from the oxide; in some cases this will not allo
equilibrium densities of Pb interface traps to be
achieved. One would thus expect that post irradiated
posure to a molecular hydrogen ambient generally
creases interface trap density. This behavior
observed.59,60

~6! Consider a metal–oxide–semiconductor device in wh
the oxide has been flooded with holes for a brief perio
If a positive voltage was applied to the gate electrode,E8
precursors near the Si/SiO2 boundary would be popu
lated with holes: if a negative voltage was applied,E8
precursors near the gate~usually polycrystalline Si/SiO2
boundary! would be similarly populated. Our model, a
least to zero order, predicts a similar radiation respon
in that the eventual number ofPb centers created would
be the same with either sign of gate bias during irrad
tion. ~This assumes equalE8 precursor density at both
interfaces.! Experimental work indeed shows this to b
the case ‘‘electrically’’ for brief bursts of irradiationpro-
vided that the oxide bias is positiveafter the
irradiation.83 ~That is, the eventual interface state den
ties generated are approximately equal for both case!

~7! Briefly consider the technologically irrelevant case of
very high initial interface trap density and a very hig
initial Pb density. In such a case we would expect
reaction of the following form:
H21Pb1E8�E8H1PbH. ~22!
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Thus, the model would clearly predict an initial post
radiation decreasein Pb density for Si/SiO2 structures
with quite high initialPb density. This behavior has bee
reported.12

XII. EXTRINSIC TRAPPING CENTERS

Often, impurity atoms~other than hydrogen! will be
present in an oxide; nitrogen, phosphorous, and boron im
rities have all been investigated to some extent in oxide fi
on silicon. Among these impurities, nitrogen appears to be
greatest potential significance.

A. Defect centers involving nitrogen

Chaiyesenaet al.84 and Yountet al.85–88 have studied ni-
trogen defect centers in nitride and reoxidized, nitrided ox
films. Most of their work dealt with the bridging nitroge
center, Nb , illustrated in Fig. 21. An EPR trace due to th
defect is illustrated in Fig. 22. A three line spectrum w
each line of equal intensity is indicative of a spin-1 nucle
of approximately 100% abundance. Nitrogen is the only p
sibility. The center line is quite narrow, the two side pea
rather broad. This is so because quantum mechanics res
the nitrogen nucleus to three orientations: parallel to the
plied field, antiparallel to the applied field, and~any direc-
tion! perpendicular to the applied field. Since the perpendi

FIG. 21. Schematic illustration of the structure of the bridging nitrog
center.

FIG. 22. EPR trace of the bridging nitrogen center.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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lar orientation is not further specified, the center li
effectively corresponds to no nuclear moment.

A straightforward analysis of the spectrum of Fig. 22 i
dicates an unpaired electron highly localized on a single
trogen in a nearly purep-type wave function.~Recall that the
small splitting of the side peaks indicates quite lows char-
acter; their substantial breadth highp character.! The results
clearly demonstrate that this center involves a nitrog
bonded to two other atoms, almost certainly silicons. T
structure of the bridging nitrogen center is shown in Fig. 2
The bridging nitrogen EPR spectrum was first studied
large volume (;1 cm3) samples by Mackeyet al.89 who also
established the center’s structural nature.

It should probably be mentioned that a very different EP
spectrum has been linked to bridging nitrogens by Sta
and Kastner.90 Later studies by Tsaiet al.91 pointed out that
the spectrum described by Stathis and Kastner90 was incom-
patible with the bridging nitrogen hybridization and localiz
tion. Recently Austin and Leisure92 have argued that the
spectrum discussed by Stathis and Kastner90 does not involve
nitrogen at all but is caused by a carbon atom bonded to
hydrogens.

Chaiyasenaet al.84 and Yount et al.85–88 identified the
bridging nitrogen center as a rather large capture-cro
section electron trap. They found quite high densities
these centers in NH3 annealed oxides (;1013/cm3) and that
their numbers are substantially reduced but not eliminated
reoxidation. Quite high densities of electron tra
(;1013/cm3) are found in NH3 annealed oxides; their num
bers are reduced but not eliminated by reoxidation. In N2O
annealed or N2O grown oxides one finds far lower levels o
both NB and electron traps. Yountet al.85 provided quite
direct evidence regarding the trapping capabilities of NB by
showing that NB density is reduced when electrons are
jected into the oxides. The NB capture cross section is abo
10215 cm2. Yount et al.85 noted that NB reacts rapidly with
H2 at room temperature. The NB signal is annihilated if the
oxides under study are briefly exposed to H2 at room tem-
perature.

On the basis of these observations, Yountet al.85–88 pro-
posed that the precursor for NB is a nitrogen bonded to a
hydrogen and two other atoms, presumably silicons and
the defect serves as an effective electron trap.

B. Defect centers involving phosphorous and boron

At least four phosphorous-related defect centers and
boron-related center have been identified in doped ox
films on silicon.93–95 These centers have been studied
phosphosilicate glass~PSG! and borophosphosilicate glas
~BPSG! films on silicon. The wide scan EPR trace of Fig. 2
illustrates the simultaneous presence ofP1 , P2 , andP4 cen-
ters along with the ubiquitousE8 center and some organi
free radicals in a tetraethyl orthosilicate~TEOS! based PSG
thin film on silicon. A much narrower EPR trace taken on
silane based BPSG film indicated the simultaneous prese
of the phosphorous oxygen hole center~POHC! in addition
to the previously discussedPb0 andE8 centers.
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EPR parameters of the five centers are shown in Tab
Provisional defect structures~following Griscomet al.96,97!
are illustrated in Fig. 24.

The literature on these phosphorous and boron cente
thin films is fairly limited.93–95They appear to play a role in
instabilities in certain integrated circuits even though
BPSG and PSG films are typically interlevel dielectric
Along with several organic centers, the phosphorous cen
can capture significant amounts of space charge in the TE
films.95 Some of the phosphorous centers are also impor
charge trapping centers in silane based films.93,94

Limited studies of the response ofP1 , P2 , andP4 to the
injection of charge carriers94,95 into the oxide indicate tha
significant changes in the density of paramagneticP1 , P2 ,
and P4 , and POHC centers occur when charge carriers
injected into the oxides in question;P1 , P2 , and POHC have
large capture cross sections for holes,P4 a large capture
cross section for electrons.

C. Other paramagnetic centers in Si/SiO 2 systems

Several other paramagnetic centers have been observ
thin oxide films on silicon: unpaired electrons on oxygens98

~probably! nonbridging oxygens or peroxy centers, organ
radicals,95 and atomic hydrogen,76 and electrically neutralE8
centers.65 Although radiolytic atomic hydrogen is clearly im
portant since it is almost instantly dimerized to form molec
lar hydrogen at room temperature, studies of its presenc
SiO2 films on silicon are very limited. Studies of organic fre
radicals and the paramagnetic oxygen radical, have also
too limited to warrant further discussion.

FIG. 23. EPR traces taken in~a! borophosphosilicate~BPSG! and~b! phos-
phosilicate~PSG! films showing~a! the boron oxygen hole center~BOHC!
and phosphorous oxygen hole center~POHC! spectra superimposed upo
the ubiquitousE8 andPb spectra and~b! the P1 , P2 , andP4 spectra along
with E8 and organic radical spectra.
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XIII. CONCLUSIONS

More than a dozen paramagnetic centers have been
served in MOS systems. Several of these centers play do
nant roles in MOS device instabilities. Recent studies sh
that predictions with regard to oxide reliability can be ma
by combining our EPR-derived understanding of electrica
active defects with fundamental principles of statistical m
chanics. The various oxide centers and their properties
summarized in Table I.

TABLE I. EPR centers in oxide films: intrinsic and extrinsic defects.
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